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A detailed analysis of the cooling and thermalization process for photogenerated carriers in semicon-
ductor quantum wires is presented. The energy relaxation of the nonequilibrium carrier distribution is
investigated for the "realistic" case of a rectangular multisubband quantum-wire structure. By means of
a direct ensemble Monte Carlo simulation of both the carrier and the phonon dynamics, all the non-
linear phenomena relevant for the relaxation process, such as carrier-carrier interaction, hot-phonon
effects, and degeneracy, are investigated. The results of these simulated experiments show a significant
reduction of the carrier-relaxation process compared to the bulk case, which is mainly due to the re-
duced eKciency of carrier-carrier scattering; on the contrary, the role of hot-phonon effects and degen-
eracy seems to be not so different from that played in bulk semiconductors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The strong push toward lower dimensionality of semi-
conductor structures has been motivated by the hope that
the interactions experienced by charge carriers could be
reduced in such systems. This in turn would result in
higher mobilities, and faster semiconductor devices.
Such idealization is based on the fact that the phase-
space available to carriers decreases with dimensionality,
thus reducing the effectiveness of the scattering mecha-
nisms. Unfortunately, only semiconductor systems
operating in the extreme quantum limit (low temperature,
strong quantization) behave in this way. However, in
realistic low-dimensional structures, the number of occu-
pied quantum states is so high and their separation so
small that the transport properties do not differ
significantly from systems of higher dimensionality.
From an experimental point of view, the most effective
way to study the strength of the various scattering mech-
anisms and their dependence on dimensionality is
through the time-resolved spectroscopical analysis of the
cooling of photoexcited carriers. The cooling process is
mainly controlled by carrier-LO phonon and carrier-
carrier (CC) interactions. By monitoring the time evolu-
tion of the carrier distribution functions, it is possible to
extract relevant information on the scattering rates. The
process is actually quite complicated. In fact, a hot-
carrier population produced by optical excitation relaxes
to its equilibrium state by dissipating energy to the lat-
tice. In polar semiconductors this process occurs mostly
through the emission of small wave-vector polar-optical
phonons, at least as long as the carriers remain mainly in
the I valley. If the excitation energy and the carrier den-
sity are sufficiently high, this phonon emission can drive
the phonon population out of equilibrium. In turn, the
hot-phonon population can approach its equilibrium dis-
tribution either decaying into large wave-vector acoustic
phonons or being reabsorbed by the carrier system. Since
the typical anharmonic-decay time of optical phonons is
much longer than the electron-phonon scattering time,
hot-phonon reabsorption is the dominant process in the
early stages after optical excitation. For relatively high
carrier densities it is therefore necessary to study the joint
evolution of the carrier and phonon distributions. In the
high-density regime, two additional effects become im-
portant: degeneracy, which tends to reduce the carrier
cooling rate when band-filling effects become relevant,
and carrier-carrier scattering, which modifies the overall
thermalization by spreading carriers over a large energy
range and by exchanging energy and momentum between
carriers in different bands. A11 these nonlinear phenome-
na are strictly interconnected, and they need to be con-
sidered together in order to understand the physical
behavior of the system.
In quantum wires, hot-phonon degeneracy and screen-
ing effects could even be more important than in bulk sys-
tem, since —due to the very limited size of these
systems —all experiments and probably all future device
applications will require relatively high carrier densities,
which will result in a highly nonequilibrium phonon pop-
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ulation. Some of these effects have been recently con-
sidered by several authors ' within particular approxi-
mation schemes. Even though these results are often in-
teresting and show some peculiar properties of one-
dimensional (1D) systems, a complete picture for what
concerns the carrier cooling and relaxation under highly
nonequilibrium conditions is still missing.
In this paper, we will present a theoretical analysis of
the ultrafast relaxation of photoexcited carriers in rec-
tangular quantum wires (QWR). ' ' This is based on a
Monte Carlo (MC) solution of a coupled set of Boltzmann
transport equations, ' ' which results into a direct en-
semble Monte Carlo (EMC) simulation of both the carrier
and the phonon dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the phys-
ical system and the theoretical approach are presented; in
Sec. III, we will describe the Monte Carlo procedure for
&he solution of the set of Boltzmann transport equations;
In Sec. IV, the results of our Monte Carlo simulations
are discussed; Finally, in Sec. V we will draw our con-
clusions.
II. PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The physical system we consider is a gas of photogen-
erated carriers confined in a quasi-one-dimensional semi-
conductor structure. The carriers interact with each oth-
er and with the various phonon modes of the semicon-
ductor crystal.
Such a system is described by a total Hamiltonian H
which, as usual, can be decomposed in a part Ho which is
treated "exactly, " and a part H&, which is treated within
some approximation scheme. In particular, the term Ho
will be the sum of the two Hamiltonian H, and H,
describing the noninteracting carriers and the phonon
system, respectively, while H, can be expressed as the
sum of a term H2, describing the carrier-generation pro-
cess induced by the external laser field, and the total
scattering Hamiltonian H„describing the various in-
teraction mechanisms, i.e., carrier-carrier, carrier-
phonon, and phonon-phonon interaction. Let us now dis-
cuss the structure of all these contributions for the case of
a semiconductor QWR.
A. Free-carrier dynamics
By "free carriers, "we refer to the gas of noninteracting
carriers confined within the quasi-one-dimensional serni-
conductor structure. The quantum confinement, due to
the different energy gap of the two semiconductor materi-
als, e.g. , GaAs and Al Ga& „As, is usually described in
terms of a confinement potential V', whose height is dic-
tated by the valence- and conduction-band discontinui-
ties.
As the energy region of interest is relatively close to
the QWR band gap, we are allowed to describe the bulk
band structure in terms of the usual effective-mass ap-
proxirnation. In addition, since the confinement potential
V' is a slowly varying function on the scale of the lattice
periodicity, we are allowed to work within the so-called
"envelope-function approximation, " i.e., the total wave
function is given by the usual Bloch functions U multi-
plied by a slowly varying part P, called envelope function.
By denoting with x the QWR free direction, the
confinement potential V' will be a function of the two
confinement directions y and z only, i.e., the system is still
translationally invariant (with the crystal periodicity)
along the QWR direction. As a consequence, the x com-
ponent of the carrier wave vector k is still a "good" quan-
tum number and the carrier wave function can be factor-
ized in terms of a plane wave P(x) along the free direc-
tion times an envelope function P(y, z) over the normal
plane.
As a result, the carriers within our QWR structure are
described by the two-dimensional (2D) Schrodinger equa-
tion:
+
2m Bg Bz
+ V'(y, z) P;(y, z) = 8;P;(y,z),
where m* denotes the bulk effective mass. Here, the set
of eigenvalues 8; correspond to the different energy levels
of the carriers induced by the confinement potential
profile V'; therefore, the explicit form of the band struc-
ture for a carrier in the QWR is
Hc X @i,k ci,k„cik„,
r, k
where c; k and c; k are the two sets of creation and an-X X
nihilation operators which, when applied to the state vec-
tor of the system, create and annihilate a carrier with x-
wave-vector component k„within subband i, respective-
ly.
Let us conclude this section by discussing the explicit
form of the energy levels 8; and of the corresponding en-
velope functions P; for the particular QWR structures,
we will consider in our Monte Carlo analysis. Such
structures are those fabricated by chemical etching start-
ing from multiple quantum well (QW) samples. Such a
technique allows us to obtain a GaAs rectangular quan-
tum wire confined in the (vertical) growth direction (z) by
Al„Ga, „As layers, and free standing along the trans-
verse direction (y). '
The confinement potential V' corresponding to this
QWR structure can be easily written as the sum of two
square-well potential profiles, each of them depending on
one of the two confinement coordinates:
Ak
6, k =P~, + 2m
The above expression shows that for each of the energy
levels 8; (corresponding to the quantum confinement
along both y and z directions), we have a 1D parabolic
band, named "subband, " characterized by the same bulk
effective mass m *.
Given the carrier band structure 6; k, the free-carrier
x
Hamiltonian can be easily written within the standard
second-quantization picture as
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V'(y, z) = V~(y)+ V'(z), (4)
with
L L
0,Vv(y) = ' 2 2
otherwise
and
L, L,
0, — &z&V'(z)= . 2
Vo otherwise.
Here, we have denoted with L and L, the dimensions of
the rectangular QWR and we have implicitly placed the
origin of the y, z coordinates at the center of the QWR
cross section.
The particular form (4) of the potential profile leads to
an additional factorization of the carrier dynamics, with
respect to the two confinement directions: the envelope
function P is the product of two 1D envelope functions,
((Za& Cr(p i
Q(i DQg~ ~QL
(pqVC(p
P, (y, z) =P~ (y)P;.,(z)
and the corresponding energy levels are the sum of those
of the two 1D problems,
6';=—6';; =A'~+6;
y z y z
where i and I denote the quantum numbers correspond-z
ing to the two confinement directions y and z, respective-
ly.
From the above considerations, we see that solving the
problem for such a QWR structure reduces to solving
that of two QW structures, i.e., in order to obtain the en-
velope functions P; and the corresponding energy levels
6;, for each of the two confinement directions, we need to
solve the corresponding Schrodinger problems. The solu-
tions corresponding to the square-well potential profiles
V~ and V' given in Eqs. (5) and (6) are shown in Fig. 1 to-
gether with the contour plot of the two-dimensional wave
function P;(y, z) and a schematic representation of the ten
energy levels confined in the wire.
We stress, however, that in general the above factoriza-
tion along the two confinement directions is not possible.
This is true not only for wires with complex profiles—
such as, e.g. , V-shaped wires' —,but also for QWR with
simple shapes, as the case of a rectangular GaAs QWR
fully embedded in Al Ga& As. In such a structure, the
confinement potential V' can be taken to be zero within
the QWR and equal to a constant value Vo outside. This
potential cannot be expressed as V' in Eq. (4). Neverthe-
less, also in this case such factorization has been used as
an approximation to the exact solution; in general, this is
quite good for the lowest-energy levels in "wide" QWR
structures, but it becomes very questionable for the ener-
gy levels close to the top of the potential barrier.
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FIG. 1. Contour plots of the electron wave functions corre-
sponding to the ten energy levels confined in the QWR. The
factorization of the solutions along the y and z directions is
shown too. In the lower right corner, the values and the rela-
tive position of the energy levels are shown, solid and dotted
lines correspond, respectively, to energy levels with i, = 1 and 2.
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B. Free-phonon dynamics
Let us now come to the analysis of the free-phonon
properties of our QWR structure. By "free phonons" we
refer to harmonic lattice vibrations; the role of the
nonharmonic terms (phonon-phonon interactions) will be
discussed in Sec. II C3.
It is we11 known that, moving from bulk systems to het-
erostructures, the partial loss of spatial symmetry leads to
important modifications in the vibrational behavior of the
system. The extensive analysis performed during the last
decade on QW structures has shown that —similarly to
carriers —optical phonons may be confined in one of the
constituent materials (for reviews see, e.g. , Refs. 20—22).
Moreover, in polar semiconductor heterostructures inter-
face phonon modes exist, which give rise to potentials
with maxima on the interfaces.
Several approaches exist for the theoretical analysis of
optical-phonon spectra in low-dimensional systems, based
on either microscopic or macroscopic models. In
the following, we will employ the dielectric continuum
model, which has been shown to be suKciently reliable
for the study of the electron-phonon scattering rates in
QW's and QWR's.
From the analysis of phonon properties in 2D sys-
tems, '2 ' ' we know that the following "sum rule"
holds: the total e6'ect of confined and interface phonons
on the electron-phonon scattering rates is very close to
that of bulk phonons of the well (barrier) material in the
thick (thin) limit, and always falls between those extrema
for intermediate well thicknesses. For a 100-A GaAs
QW embedded in Al„Ga, As, the total electron-
phonon scattering rate is very well approximated by con-
sidering bulk GaAs phonons. The same arguments hold-
ing for 2D systems are expected to hold, in general, also
for wires. ' ' ' The validity and good accuracy of this
sum rule in our case will be shown in Sec. II D 1.
As previously mentioned, we are interested in GaAs
rectangular quantum wires confined in the (vertical)
growth direction (z) by Al Ga, As layers, and free
standing along the transverse direction (y). The typical
QWR dimensions are of about 300 and 100 A in the y and
z directions, respectively.
On the basis of these considerations, we choose the fol-
lowing phonon model: We will consider bulk-phonon
modes along the x and z direction and only confined
modes along the y direction. The latter approximation
follows from the fact that along y, the wire is so large
that the eFect of interface modes is negligible. The re-
sults of this model are equivalent to those obtained by a
full treatment of the phonon spectrum, as we have
verified numerically; the advantage of the model is that it
is simpler and, therefore, allows a better understanding of
the intersubband carrier and hot-phonon dynamics.
Our phonons are then characterized by continuous
wave vectors q and q, in the two free directions and by
the index v along the y direction. In order to simplify the
notation, and for coherence with the free-carrier indices,
we introduce an index A. ~v, q, . By denoting with 6& q,
and b& the set of phonon creation and annihilation
operators, we can then write the free-phonon Hamiltoni-
H, = X &~~,q bi. , q bi,
A, , q„
where co& denotes the set of phonon dispersions.
, q„
C. Interacting dynamics
As discussed at the beginning of Sec. II, our total
Hamiltonian is split into a part Ho that we are able to
solve exactly plus an additional part H, that will be treat-
ed within some approximation scheme. Let us now dis-
cuss the explicit terms of this perturbation Hamiltonian.
1. Carrier pkotogeneration
2. Carrier-phonon interaction
Let us now discuss the explicit form of the carrier-
phonon Hamiltonian. In terms of the previously defined
electron and phonon creation and annihilation operators,
it can be written as
H'P =
i, k, A, ,q, m, k„'
+
CP
CP
mk A, — k k'
i, k, A,,q, m, k„
where the a's denote the carrier-phonon form factors:
(10)
where %z
~
(r) is the electrostatic phonon potential. The
second quantization picture provides a direct interpreta-
tion of the above Hamiltonian: The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (10) describes an electron transi-
tion from state i, k„ to state m, k„' (one electron is de-
The Hamiltonian H previously introduced corre-
sponds to the light-matter interaction, i.e., the interaction
of the external laser field with our QWR semiconductor.
It describes the creation and recombination processes of
electron-hole pairs induced by the external light field.
Therefore, its explicit form involves, in additional to the
creation and annihilation operators for electrons, the cor-
responding ones for holes. Here, we are not interested in
discussing the details of the photogeneration process,
which can be found in Refs. 29—31. We only stress that
the carrier generation rates commonly used in EMC
simulations can be derived from H within Fermi s gold-
en rule approximation. Therefore, we will simply de-
scribe the carrier generation process in terms of a rate
G; k (t), defined as the average number of generated car-
riers in state i, k per unit time. In particular, in our
simulated experiments, we will assume a laser intensity
proportional to
sech(tlat&P),
where P= 1.762 is the auto-
correlation of the laser pulse. Due to the time-energy un-
certainty relation, the generation rate will exhibit an en-
ergy broadening around the energy-conserving vertical
transition given by the Fourier transform of the laser in-
tensity.
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stroyed in the initial state and an electron is created in
the final one) induced by the emission of a phonon of
wave vector q„and mode A, , while the second term de-
scribes the same electron transition induced by the ab-
sorption of a phonon of wave vector —q and mode A, .
reAect full rnomenturn conservation, which, in general,
does not hold for a nonhomogeneous system as a QWR
structure; The explicit calculation of the factor n" shows
that of course we still have momentum conservation
along the free (x) QWR direction.
4. Carrier-carrier interaction
In terms of the electron creation and annihilation
operators introduced in Sec. IIA, the carrier-carrier in-
teraction Hamiltonian can be written as
HCC ~CC
k1'j'k2 ™'k1'~, k 2I I
~', k&.,j,k2,.m, k &., ~, k2
ik cgkm,
&
n,
(12)
where, in order to simplify the notation, we have dropped
the index x (we will keep this notation in all parts con-
cerning the CC interaction), while the a"'s are the form-
factor coefticients for carrier-carrier interaction:
~CC
i, k),j,k2 m, k j., n, k2
=f dr, f dr2@', (r2)@*„,(r, )
s 2 1
XC;
~
(r2)C'~ k (ri) . (13)
Here, e and c,, denote the electron charge and the static
dielectric constant, respectively.
As usual, the second quantization picture allows a
direct physical interpretation of Eq. (12): the Hamiltoni-
an describes a generic transition from the initial state
i,k„j,k2 to the final state m, k &,'n, kz in terms of the de-
struction of two electrons in states i, k, and j,k2, and the
creation of other two electrons in states m, k', and n, k2.
We stress that, in contrast to the case of a bulk semicon-
ductor, the above carrier-carrier Harniltonian does not
3. Phonon-phonon interaction
The free-phonon Hamiltonian (9) introduced in Sec.
II B, which describes a system of noninteracting phonons,
by definition accounts only for the harmonic part of the
lattice potential. However, nonharmonic contributions
of the interatomic potential can play an important role in
determining the lattice dynamics in highly excited sys-
tems, as they are responsible for the decay of optical
phonons into phonons of lower frequency. In our pic-
ture, these nonharmonic contributions can be described
in terms of a phonon-phonon interaction which induces,
in general, transitions between free-phonon states. We
will not discuss in this paper the explicit form of the
phonon-phonon Hamiltonian responsible for such decay.
However, as we will discuss in Sec. II D, this effect is in-
troduced in our kinetic description in terms of a
relaxation-time approximation, i.e., through a phenome-
nological decay time of our phonon population. This ap-
proximation is quite good on the time scale that we are
interested in, where the phonon decay affects only slight-
ly the nonequilibrium phonon distribution.
D. Set Of kinetic equations
As a starting point, let us introduce the set of kinetic
variables, which describe the electron-phonon system
within our structure. The carriers are described in terms
of the various distribution functions corresponding to the
difFerent QWR subbands,
f, „=(c,„c,„), (14)
while the phonon system is described in terms of the vari-
ous occupation functions corresponding to the different
phonon modes,
f(I =d f u +d f I +G;i, (t),
CC CP
k, g d A, , gt '" t ' CP t '" PP
Therefore, the quantity f; I, denotes the average occupat-
ing number of carriers with wave vector k in the sub-
band i, while nz denotes the average occupation num-&x
ber of phonons of mode A, and wave vector q .
Given the above set of kinetic variables, let us now in-
troduce the corresponding set of kinetic equations. The
physical process of interest can be qualitatively summa-
rized as follows. In the presence of laser photoexcitation,
when electrons are injected in the system with sufficiently
high energy, they relax towards equilibrium mainly
through the emission of polar-optical phonons. In turn,
this rapid emission of phonons in a limited region of the
total phase space increases the phonon occupancy n&
x
in such region, thus creating a nonequilibrium phonon
distribution. At this point the phonon distribution can
relax toward equilibrium through two different channels.
Small wave-vector LO phonons can decay into acoustic
phonons through anharmonic interaction, or they can be
reabsorbed by the carrier distribution. As the decay time
into acoustic phonons is relatively long —7 ps in GaAs at
low temperature ' —both the electron and phonon sys-
tems relax jointly towards equilibrium within few pi-
coseconds.
Within the standard semiclassical (Boltzmann) trans-
port theory, this process can be analyzed in terms of a
coupled system of Boltzmann-like equations describing
the time evolution of the above set of kinetic variables.
Here, we will not discuss the details of the derivation,
which is similar to that contained in Ref. 29 for the case
of a bulk semiconductor.
The resulting system of kinetic equations can be
schematically written as
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d, f;,k
= g [~"k „f, ~, k —„f;, .
cc mk x
d X [ m, k';i, k f~,k' i, k;~, kdf p
,
'k„';;k„f,k„'
m, k'
n„+1)—~k&,"nk, ,
CP
(19)
where G; k denotes the generation rate of carriers (with7 x
momentum k„within subband i), due to the external
laser 6eld. The time evolution of the carrier distribution
is due to carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon interaction
(plus the contribution due to carrier photogeneration),
while that of the phonon occupation number is due to
carrier-phonon and phonon-phonon interaction. We
neglect here the carrier recombination rate, which is too
low to affect the distribution function on the picosecond
time scale that we are interested in.
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) have the
following structure of rate equations:
d
dt PP
BX~q —n~q
(20)
where P." „P.'P'I, and P.'P', are, respectively,
the carrier-carrier, carrier-phonon emission, and absorp-
tion scattering rates for a transition from state i, k„ to
state m, k„', while PP' and PP~' denote the rates of
X X
change of the phonon population, due to phonon emis-
sion and absorption, respectively. As we will discuss in
Sec. IIC3, the effect of phonon-phonon interaction re-
sults in a hot-phonon lifetime
~pp which provides a
"thermalization" of the phonon population towards the
equilibrium Bose distribution X&
For both the contributions to the time evolution of
f; k [Eqs. (17) and (18)], it is easy to recognize the typical
structure of the "Boltzmann collision term, " i.e., an in-
scattering plus an out-scattering contribution. On the
contrary, the structure of the contributions to nk [Eqs.
(19) and (20)] is diff'erent; this is due to the fact that, while
the carrier collision terms need to preserve the total num-
ber of particles, this is not true for the case of phonons.
The above system of coupled equations will be solved
in terms of a joint EMC simulation of both the carrier
and phonon dynamics, which will be described in the fol-
lowing section.
Within our semiclassical approach, the explicit form of
the above scattering rates is
IJ,k2, n, k2
(21)
, , „
I'(nk, +1)(1 f „,)5(@ —„,—g,. k +iii~k, ), (22)
pep, ab
i, k„;m, k' f k )&(@ „.—@;—k —R~& q ),
A,, q
(23)
~Pq' =
~
g I&"k .k . .. I'f;,k (1 f k. )&(@—k. —@;k +&~kq ),
i, k„,m, k'
(24) '
I ".k', q, , k I'f,k(' f..@(~ . ~' —"~").
i,k, m, k'
(25)
Here, the a s are the various form factors introduced in the previous sections. All the above scattering rates exhibit the
typical structure obtained from Fermi s golden rule, i.e., they are proportional to the square of the form-factor
coefticient a and they contain the Dirac 6 function of energy conservation. However, they provide additional informa-
tion on the many-body nature of our carrier-phonon system: they automatically reAect the Pauli exclusion principle in
the scattering process, i.e., any scattering rate results to be proportional to the phase-space filling factor 1 f ofthe-
final state. Let us now discuss the explicit structure of these scattering rates for our particular QWR semiconductor.
1. Carrier-phonon scattering rate
We start by evaluating the carrier-phonon scattering rate. Due to the factorization of both the electronic wave func-
tions and the phonon potential, the form factors can be factorized too:
a,'"(k', k, q)=g f dx Pk, (x)g+ (x)Pk (x)f dy f dzP*(y, z)gk(y, z)P;(y, z)
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where 1' (x) and fiji(y, z) are the phonon potential, respectively, in the free direction and in the normal plane, while
2
'"
gq =e irido/2V[q„+(irvlL ) +q ](1/E„—1/eo) contains the normalization coefficient of the electrostatic phonon po-
tential.
We assume for the moment that the system is not degenerate so that f k, =0: in this way, we are overestimating the
X
value of the scattering rate, but this will be corrected inside the MC procedure by means of a rejection technique. By
introducing the full index dependence of the phonon modes (i.e., A, ~v, q, ), we can then write the total scattering rate as
2m e ~~o
2
em' ~ x
1f dk' g 5(k +q„—k' )
m q, v, q, qx+q v+qz
nq
X ~a' (ii, m, vq, )~ +1 5[8 (k') —6';(k„)+iiicoo],z ~ 1graf
dq, +
Eo ~z k f(q f+q„+q, )
where we have written the sum over the final states as a sum over the possible subbands and an integral over k . The
integrals over q and k are eliminated using the 5 function of momentum and energy conservation, and the total
scattering rate is given by
e Broom* 1I', (ik )=
2 2 24~L, A k'b(q b+q, +q, )
X ~a'"(i, m, v, q, )~ +1z n 1 (26)
where k„'f =Qk +(2m'Iiii )(8, —6 ficoo), k' b= —+k„+(2m IR )(6'; —6 +@coo), and q f =k„k„'f, —
qx b =k —k' & correspond to the only two possible solutions of the energy-conserving 5 function, which are usually re-
ferred to as forward and backward scattering. The scattering rate is shown in Fig. 2 (solid line) and compared with that
obtained from the dielectric continuum model' ' in which the contribution due to confined and interface phonons is
accounted for separately (dashed and dotted line, respectively). As we can see, the total value of this more sophisticated
model (dash-dotted line) is in excellent agreement with our simplified model. This confirms the validity of our model
and of the "sum rule" for quantum wires.
2. Carrier-car rier scattering rate
ea". k k, „,
= f dz f dy f dz' f dy'P, (y, z)P (y', z')P' (y, z)P„*(y',z')
S
—r'(k&x+k&x') i(k ]x+kpx )
eX ', f dx f dx'L2 +(x —x') +(y —y') +(z —z')
2 f dz f dy f dz' f dy'P;(y, z)(()J(y', z')P* (y, z)P„'(y', z')
Let us now evaluate the scattering rate for the two particle Coulomb interaction. By using the explicit form of the
electron wave functions, the CC form factor for the case of a bare Coulomb interaction (no screening) can be written
as
X5(k, +k2 —k', —kz)KO[~q V(y —y') +(z —z') ], (27)
where Eo is the zero integer-order Bessel function.
We will denote this quantity with (e /
2ire, L) Xy"(q)5(ki +k2 —k', —k~ ). One intrasubband
form factor and two intersubband ones are shown in Fig.
3(a): we can see how the intrasubband term (solid line)
for two electrons in the first two subbands is almost three
orders of magnitude higher than the intersubband ones
(dashed line) representing a transition for an electron
jumping from subband 1 to 3, while the partner one stays
in 3, and is even much larger than that for a transition
from 1 to 5 (dotted line). This makes clear that the in-
trasubband interaction will be the dominant one. Howev-
er, as we will see from our results, the actual difference is
not that large, because the final density of states can favor
I
an intersubband scattering, in particular, for high-energy
electrons. Moreover, we can notice that the intrasubband
form factor is peaked only at small values of q (notice
that the graph is in log-log scale), while the intersubband
term is almost q independent over a large range of q's.
Starting from Eq. (21), we can now compute the expres-
sion for the scattering rate. Also in this case, we assume
that the occupancy of the final states is negligible, i.e.,f, =0 and f, =0 (this will be "corrected" within
m, kl n, k2
the simulation by employing a corresponding rejection
technique as discussed in the next section). By summing
over all possible final states, we obtain
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turn conservation. The sum over k2 can be transformed
into an integral; in terms of the relative wave vectors
g =k2 —k1, g'=k2 —k1 we can then write
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FIG. 2. Carrier-phonon scattering rates for confined and in-
terface phonon modes and comparison between the sum of these
modes and the bulk-phonon model used in the present work.
Xg gf L, j.
X I dg'y"(q) 5[8 (k', )+6'„(kz)
—A';(k, ) —6 (k2)],
(29)
where the factor
—,
' in front of the integral accounts for
the fact that the density of states is doubled in going from
the k to the g space. By writing explicitly the energy-
conserving 6 function, we finally have
e4
1 4~2~2g31 ~ ~ J, k2 k 2 1
X lX "(e+ )'+)'"(q- )'],
(30)
where q+ and q are the only possible wave vectors ex-
changed in the interaction:
—4;(k, ) —6' (k2 )], (28) q~ = —,'(k2 —k, )+ —„'(k2 —k, ) + Q2
where the sum over k ', has been eliminated using momen-
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FIG. 3. Matrix elements for the carrier-carrier interaction {a)
and schematic representation of the intrasubband and intersub-
band scattering {b).
where b, ;. „=6;+BJ.—8 —8„. Equation (31) shows
that after the scattering, there are only two possible final
states. Moreover, if 6;J „=0 the solutions reduce to
q+ =0 and q =k2 —k1. The first solution does not
change the final states and is irrelevant to the scattering
process. The second, as shown on the left-hand side of
Fig. 3(b), corresponds to the exchange of momentum be-
tween the two particles. Even this process (usually re-
ferred to as intrasubband scattering) is irrelevant if both
particles belong to the same subband, because they are in-
distinguishable and the initial and final state of the pair is
then the same. We shall then refer to intrasubband
scattering as the interaction of two electrons that lie in
different subbands, as long as they remain in their respec-
tive subbands after the scattering process. It is interest-
ing to notice that in this case a creation of a new state in
k space never occurs, i.e., the CC scattering alone does
not modify the total electron distribution function, lead-
ing only to an energy redistribution between different
subbands. The only scattering that generates new k
states and, therefore, momentum relaxation, occurs when
„ is different from zero, i.e., when at least one of the
two particles changes subband. In this case, the energy
difference between the initial and final subbands enters
into the conservation law and allows the creation of two
completely new states. A possible intersubband transi-
tion is sketched in the right-hand side of Fig. 3(b).
We must stress that these properties of the CC interac-
tion in 1D systems follow from the use of the traditional
semiclassical transport theory, where the interaction is
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described in terms of binary collisions within a single-
particle picture. If we make use of a full many-body
simulation, the restrictions on energy and momentum
conservation disappear because energy and momentum
can be redistributed over all the carriers through the long
range of the interaction. Nevertheless the effect of the
real intrasubband many-body interaction is very weak
and has a significant effect only on a time scale of hun-
dreds of picoseconds, while, as we will see in our re-
sults, the intersubband binary scattering is already
„,=((()*(y, )lv „lP;(y, )), (32)
where
effective on a subpicosecond time scale.
The carrier-carrier interaction is actually screened by
all the carriers in the system: the screened scattering rate
can be simply computed using the screened potential in-
stead of the bare one; the matrix element can then be
written in a slightly different form as
—i(k)x+k~x') i(klx+k2x')
eV „= f dz'f dy'P (y', z')P„'(y', z') f dx'4~~,L (x —x') +(y —y') +(z —z') (33)
is the potential representing the interaction with a particle in subband j that scatters in subband n. Within this formal-
ism, the screened interaction can be written as
Wf' = g e, '(q, m)V"„,
J)n
(34)
where 8 ' is the screened potential and E, (q, co) is the inverse of the dielectric function of the system. For a quantum
j,n
wire, within the random-phase approximation (RPA), which has been proven to be quite accurate for such 1D sys-
tems, ' the dielectric function is given by
E,"„(q,co)=5, 5 „l.' (q, co—)y"„(q,co),
where
2
yj „(q,co)= f dy f dy'f dz f dz'P, (y, z)P (y', z. ')P*(y,z)P„*(y',z')Ko[lql+(y —y') +(z —z') ],
(35)
(36)
f [E;(k +q)] f(E (k))—
E;(k+q) —E (k) Ace+—i%a (37)
An exact treatment of the screening in the Monte Carlo simulation is for the moment computationally not feasible. The
distribution function changes very quickly during and after the laser excitation, and we would need to compute the
dielectric matrix for each value of q and co and to invert it at every time step. We then use the static approximation
(co =0) and a simplified approach for the inversion of the matrix. It is well known that the static limit approximation of
the RPA is not completely accurate, nevertheless recent ultrafast experiments have shown that the error in this ap-
proach is not very large and limited to a time region of 100—200 fs during the laser excitation. As previously seen, the
intrasubband matrix elements are much bigger than the intersubband ones. Therefore, the latter ones can be neglected
and the dielectric matrix reduces to a 2D matrix, which can be written as
E; J(q, co) =
1 —L y],
—L 'xi3
—L y2~
1 —L y22
—L y23
—L'x3&
—L y32
1 —L y33
(3&)
The screened matrix element can be simply obtained dividing the unscreened one by the determinant of this matrix (see
Appendix A for the derivation). Therefore, the screened scattering rate is still given by Eqs. (12) and (32), with the fol-
lowing substitution:
VJ, n VJ"„
l&; (qi~)l (1 L'y„L'y„—L'x„——) (39)
The function in the denominator is shown in Fig. 4 for a system in thermal equilibrium at the temperature of 100 K and
with a carrier density of 1.6X10 cm '. The oscillations for very small wave vectors along the energy axis are due to
the intersubband plasmons. Plasmon modes (i.e., zeros of the function) start to appear only at the relatively low tern-
perature of 100 K and are usually completely Landau damped when the distribution function is strongly out of equilib-
rium.
In order to observe a very peculiar aspect of screening in quantum wires, we now evaluate the Lindhart expression
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(37) for two extreme limits. If we consider a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution, and moreover we take the long-
wavelength approximation (q ~0) and neglect the imaginary part, the expression can be computed analytically:
dkf [E;(k+q)]—f(E;(k))E;(k+q) E;—(k) 2~ — BE
Bf I L 11( fl 217dk=-
2~ f Bk BE/Bk 2~ L' 'K T
1/2
f e A k /2m'SCAT n;dk=-oo X~T JC~T ' (40)
where n; is the carrier density in subband i. If we com-
pare this expression to the equivalent one for 2D and 3D
systems, this condition could be defined as Debye screen-
ing, which consist in a screening function always positive
definite that reduces the strength of the bare CC interac-
tion.
Let us now consider a nonequilibrium condition, where
the distribution function is given by two Gaussians cen-
tered at —k and k and with a width characterized by E .
This is a schematic representation of the system during
the laser excitation. In this case, the Lindhart expression
is (see Appendix 8)
n; 2I.Bck
L;(q, 0)= — + eE. srE.
sinh(A' kk/m'E )
X e
~
~dk .
0
(4l)
The last integral can be easily performed numerically and
it is always positive. In a large range of width energy E
and injection wave vector k, its values is higher than the
first negative term, so the Lindhard expression is positive
and the determinant of the dielectric function for small
values of q (i.e., where the term yii is indefinitely large) is
always negative. For large values of q, the determinant of
the dielectric function always goes to 1 because y»~0,
FIG. 4. Determinant of the dielectric function for a system
with a density of 1.6X10 cm ' in equilibrium at the tempera-
ture of 100 K.
l
and so there is always a point q where the determinant is
zero and the CC scattering rate is divergent. Moreover,
there is an entire region where the square of the dielectric
function is smaller than 1 and this results in an increase
in the strength of the bare Coulomb interaction, situation
often referred as antiscreening. As we will see in our re-
sults, this condition is actually met during a photoexcita-
tion experiment and plays a major role in the thermaliza-
tion process. The long-wavelength approximation can be
easily dropped computing the Lindhart expression nu-
merically as we do in our simulation but, as we will see
from our results, the e6'ect remains the same. In the
present treatment, we neglected the imaginary part of the
dielectric function, which contains information on the
damping of the interaction. The introduction of this part
is quite useful in the MC simulation, because it reduces
the divergency in the CC scattering rate to a broadened
peak whose height is
2V".
„
Im(E; (q, co))
pr CC2i, m
III. MQNTK CARLO PRQCKDURE
Among the several methods used to solve the
Boltzmann equation introduced in Sec. IID, the Monte
Carlo approach has been intensively used in the past few
years. This wide diQ'usion is due both to its simplicity
and easy physical interpretation and to the possibility to
include all kinds of scattering processes and nonlinear
phenomena. The MC simulation is often regarded as a
simple classical simulation of pointlike particles, but it
can be shown that it corresponds to a Monte Carlo solu-
tion (from its mathematical point of view) of the
Boltzmann transport equation. ' However, if compared
to a direct solution, a Monte Carlo simulation provides
additional information such as, for example, noise and
Auctuation properties of the system that are not con-
tained in the Boltzmann equation.
In the present paper, we focus our attention on the
electron cooling neglecting the holes for the following
reasons: (i) recent ultrafast experiments have shown
that holes are completely thermalized within the time
scale of the laser pulse, due to the much smaller excita-
tion energy and the larger coupling with both LO and TO
phonons; (ii) due to the much smaller energy separation
of the levels and the relatively large broadening created
by wire inhomogeneities, the valence band can be as-
sumed as almost continuous for what concerns carrier
cooling. This makes our calculation simpler, because due
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to band mixing the valence band is not yet well known in
quantum wires and the effective-mass approximation may
be questionable.
Since the optical-phonon dispersion is very Bat in the
region where such phonons couple with electrons, we as-
sume a constant value for the phonon energy
%cog & ~AQ)p. The nonequilibrium phonon population isx
collected on a three-dimensional (3D) mesh. At every
carrier-phonon scattering, the wave vectors q, q, and
the confined phonon index v along the y direction are
evaluated. For each scattering, the contribution to the
phonon population (positive for emission processes, nega-
tive for absorption ones) is
W,h='~' ' 4~'
V hq I.„I., bq„Aq, (43)
where Aq and hq, are the sizes of the mesh used to col-
lect the phonon distribution (uniform in our case). A re-
jection technique is used to account for the hot-phonon
effects on the carrier cooling. At the beginning of the
simulation, a maximum value for the phonon distribution
XM must be guessed and the scattering rate is computed
assuming this value. Whenever during the simulation a
phonon scattering is selected, the electron final state and
the corresponding mode and wave vector are computed.
A random number is then generated between zero and
NM or KM+1 (depending if it is an absorption or emis-
sion process) and this number is compared, respectively,
with n& or n& +1; if it is lower, the scattering pro-
cess is performed and the electron and phonon distribu-
tions updated; otherwise, the process is rejected. For the
decay of the hot-phonon population, we have assumed a
bulk decay time of 7 ps, because at the moment there is
no clear evidence that this time should be different in
low-dimensional systems.
The CC scattering rate is a time-dependent rate too
and a similar method is used in the MC. The I.indhart
expression (37) and the maximum of the CC scattering
rate are evaluated every 100 fs during the simulation us-
ing the actual Monte Carlo distribution function. The
CC scattering are generated using the maximum of the
rate and then an internal rejection technique is used to
perform only the "real" scattering events. Every time a
particle undergoes a CC scattering process, a partner par-
ticle is selected, the actual rate for this pair is computed,
and a random number is generated between zero and the
maximum of the CC rate. If this number is smaller than
the computed rate, the scattering is performed and the
states of both particles updated, otherwise the scattering
is rejected. In such a two-particle process, we scatter two
carrier at the same time (the partner carrier being taken
from the simulated ensemble); Therefore, all the CC rates
used in the simulation are obtained dividing by two the
single-particle ones.
In order to account for the Pauli exclusion principle,
we use a similar rejection procedure. As we have seen in
the previous sections, by neglecting the filling factor
(1 f) in the calculation of th—e scattering rates, we have
overestimated them. After each scattering, the value of
the distribution function is evaluated, a random number
between zero and one is generated, and only if this num-
ber is smaller than (1 f)—the scattering is performed.
For the CC processes, this procedure must be repeated
for the final state of both particles.
IV. APPLICATIONS
One of the important advantages that the MC method
offers is its ability to investigate separately the effect of
the different scattering mechanisms. This is particularly
useful when several nonlinear phenomena are present, be-
cause we can first understand their individual effect and
then, through a complete simulation, we can verify what
can be observed in a real experiment. We will then start
by investigation the CC interaction and the screening
effect neglecting entirely the phonon interactions. In this
condition there is no energy dissipation and the injection
energy has to be kept low (43 rneV in the first subband),
otherwise a significant fraction of the carriers would es-
cape out of the confinement region.
Successively we add the carrier-phonon interaction and
we study the joint carrier-phonon relaxation following a
100-fs laser pulse with a central energy of 1.76 eV (corre-
sponding to a rnaximurn excess energy of 172 meV for
electrons in the first subband). We investigate the hot-
phonon and degeneracy effects and we compare our re-
sults to an equivalent 3D scenario. Since all the non-
linear phenomena discussed above are density dependent,
if we want to compare the cooling rates of the wire with
those of the bulk, it is crucial to work with equivalent
densities. We can think of at least two different ap-
proaches. The first one relates the 1D and 3D densities
by taking the same number of carriers per 3D unit
volume for the two systems, the second one takes densi-
ties which correspond to the same quasi-Fermi level. In
the first case, we do not consider the quantized nature of
the wire, because the comparison does not depend on the
subband positions nor on the 1D density of states. This is
certainly a good method to compare hot-phonon effects,
as their effect is proportional to the volume of lattice
"heated" by the electrons. In the second case, the real
quantum nature of the wire is accounted for and conse-
quently this is an appropriate method if we want to com-
pare carrier-carrier and degeneracy effects, which are
strongly dependent on the density of states.
In general, these two approaches are not equivalent
over the whole density range. However, even though the
two methods scale with density in a different way, for rel-
atively high densities they result to be quite close to each
other. In particular, there is a given 1D density, in our
case 6.6X10 cm ', for which both methods correspond
to the same 3D density of 2.2X10' cm in the bulk.
We have then chosen to compare the two systems at this
relatively high density and also at a very low one (n = 10
cm ' in the wire and n =3.3X10' cm ~ in the bulk).
For these low-density values, although there is no unique
correspondence between the 1D and 3D densities, all the
density-dependent phenomena such as hot-phonon and
degeneracy effects are negligible. A11 the simulations are
performed at the lattice temperature of 10 K.
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A. Carrier-carrier e8'ects
At the lower excitation energy, only the first three wire
subb ands are directly excited. To dun erstand the
separate eA'ect of the intrasubband and intersubband CC
scattering, we initially perform three simulations at
diferent denslt1es 1Ilcluding onl they e in rasu and mech-
anism. The population in each subband remains then
constant after the end of the excitation, but there is an
energy redistribution between the diferent subb d
can notice the two main effects of the intrasubband in-
teraction: Fig. 5(a) shows the tot 1 d t b
lott
a is n ution function
p ed as a function of the wave vect f
5 —1
or or an excitation
e en o t e excitation,density of 10 cm '. After the d f h
t ere is no change in the distribution and th e curves at
an . ps overlap perfectly. If we look at the
separate subband populations Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d), we
can see that carriers are injected at k =2.8 2.2
cm in the three subbands, but already at
t =0.4 ps in each subband there is a replica of th
tion pea s injected in the other subba d Than s. 1s 1s the
, 1n w 1c two carriers sim-e ect described in Sec. II 0 2 i h' h
p y swap their initial momentum th k'e inetic energy in
each subband is equilibrated b t thu ere is no change in
the total distribution function (as a function of the wave
vector), because the total number of particles for a given
va ue of k remains the same. Figures 6 and 7 show the
same effect, but at the higher densities of 5 X 10
and 10 cm
1es 0 cm
band di
. Looking at the time evolution of th b-esu-
of the int *
istribution functions, we notice that th t he s rengt
e eraction increases going from 10 to 5X10
cm ', but levels o6'afterwards.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the corresponding results
when the intersubband CC interaction is also included.
n a dition to the transfer of energy from one subband to
t e other, now there is a significant scat t ' f
c es. en a particle scatters in a di6'erent subband, the
final wave vector of both particles is di6'erent from the in-
itial one because the subband energ d 6'y i erence enters the
energy conserving delta. Already at a densit of 10
ig. , we can observe a strong broaden1ng of the
initial excitation peaks, both in the separate subband dis-
tribution, as well as in the total one. Nevertheless we can
sti notice at t =0.4 ps the replicas created b th
ubband scatterin. This means that intrasubband
processes are stronger than intersubband ones even
t ou htheg ey are less e8'ective in thermalizing the distribu-
tion. This result allows us to state that CC interaction
must ahuays be considered in multisubband quantum
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and 10 show t e
mres, even or relatively lou carrier d 't'ensi ies. Figures 9
o he same effect at higher carrier densities.
Now the effect of the intersubband CC i h
and the ine trasubband replicas almost disappeared. More-
over, we can see that in this cas the, e interaction is even
stronger at 5X10 cm ' than at 10 cm ' Thi
o e fact that, at different densities, the zero in the
real part of the dielectric function (i.e., the divergenc in
moves at different values of q and in doin so i
enhance the sce attering rate in a region more populated by
particles, thus making it possibl t he o ave a higher
effective rate at a lower density.
Figures 11 and 12 show the time evolution of the kinet-
ic energy in the first three subbands for the respective
densities of 10 and 5X10 cm '. Th
fi ure showsg the result of the simulations performed with
only the intrasubband CC scattering. At the lower densi-
l
y t e thermalization takes quite a l t
ar for the third subband that even after 2 ps has an aver-
age inetic energy different from the other two subbands.
When the intersubband CC is included, the process be-
comes much faster, Fig. 11(b), and already after 0.6 ps
the three subbands have equilibrated to the same energy.
For the higher densityof 5X10 cm ' F' 12 b ro-
cesses become fa
, ig. , oth p
band
e ster and the kinetic energy of ll b-a su-
the interac
s becomes equal after 300 fs onl . E h'y. ven in t is case,
e tion does not show any increase with increas-
ing ensity. The oscillatory and st b hep e avior in both
gures is due to the rapid change in the di l
ion uring the carrier relaxation and this suggests that a
shorter time step in the update of th
could result in
e screening function
a slightly smoother evolution, although it
would not change the main result.
To understand the peculiar density dependence shown
r e neg igi e densi-by the previous results, in particular th l' 'bl
ty dependence of the interaction above 5 X 10
nee
cm, we
tion. n i . 13
to consider the time evolution of the se creening func-
g. , we have plotted the determinant of the
real part of the dielectric function (left-hand side) and of
the CC scattering rate (right-hand side) for a simulation
i erent times. Due to the combined effect of the
changes in electron distribution function (shown in the
sensible variation in a relatively short time. At t =0 and
.2 ps, we can see that the strong nonequilibr d
ution results in a negative dielect ' fric unction or small
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due to the reduced eKciency of the intersubband phonon
scattering. At higher densities (dotted and dash-dotted
line, respectively, for the wire and the bulk), the almost
perfect overlap of the two curves is quite remarkable; this
is mainly due to a reduced phonon reabsorption in the
wire and to a reduction of the intersubband phonon
scattering due to phase-space filling compared to the bulk
case.
Finally, in order to compare the two nonlinear effects,
we performed additional simulations, considering sepa-
rately degeneracy and hot-phonon effects. The result is
shown in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b), respectively, for the wire
and the bulk. Both effects contribute approximately in
the same way to the reduction of the cooling. The only
appreciable difference in the two systems is that at rela-
tively short time, about 1 ps, the effect of degeneracy
alone is much weaker in bulk than in the wire. This is
0.2
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FICx. 16. Carrier cooling when degeneracy and hot-phonon
e8'ects are included separately in the quantum wire (a) and bulk
(b).
due to the fact that, at short times, the cooling in bulk
systems is not slowed down by degeneracy effects, since
electrons need to emit several phonons before entering
the region in which band filling becomes important. On
the contrary, in the wire, degeneracy is more important
even at shorter times and higher-energy states, because
band filling is present in each subband separately, and
due to the reduced intersubband rate, even relatively
high-energy subbands can become degenerate immediate-
ly after the laser excitation.
To conclude our analysis, we now investigate the time
evolution of the phonon distribution functions. Within
our model, due to the symmetry of the electron wave
functions and the phonon potentials, well-defined scatter-
ing selection rules exist, based on the parity of the initial
and final states. In particular, phonon modes with even
potential contribute only to intrasubband transitions and
to transitions between subbands for which the y index
difference is even, whereas odd modes contribute to
scattering between subbands with odd index difference.
One important difference between 1D and 3D systems is
that in bulk materials it is not possible to emit phonons
with a very small wave vector ( ~ 10 cm '), due to ener-
gy and momentum conservation. The same arises in
quantum wires for intrasubband scattering. However,
when the subband spacing is close to the energy of the
optical phonon, intersubband scattering processes can
occur with the emission or absorption of a phonon with
wave vector q„close to zero. This fact could have im-
portant consequences for light-scattering experiments.
Indeed, Raman study of hot phonons in quantum wells
has always been dificult due to the very small in plane
wave vector probed in of-resonance backscattering ex-
periments. The presence of very small wave-vector hot
phonons could allow a detailed Raman investigation of
the process of carrier and phonon cooling. The different
confined phonon modes are heated in a different way. In
Fig. 17, we plot n for the first two phonon modes as a
function of q„at four different times and for a fixed
q, =2X10 cm '. The choice of such a small q, value al-
lows us to focus mainly on intersubband transitions in-
volving only y subbands, which for this type of wires
should be the most interesting ones as most of the inter-
subband dynamics involve scattering within the same z
subband. Figure 17(a) corresponds to the first even mode
and shows a series of peaks corresponding to wave vec-
tors of phonons involved in preferred intrasubband pho-
non emissions in the different subbands. These peaks are
related to the energy position of the initial excitation in
each subband. The first small peak corresponds instead
to intersubband phonon scattering between nonadjacent
subbands, in particular from subband 3 to 1. The ampli-
tude of this peak is quite small because, due to the small
form factor, few electrons undergo this transition. The
diamonds represent the hot-phonon distribution of the
corresponding bulk simulations for t =0.4 ps; as we can
see, both the shape and the amplitude are quite similar.
The most interesting feature can be observed in the
second-phonon mode (odd one) shown in Fig. 17(b),
where we clearly observe the emission of phonons with
very small wave vectors. There are several different ener-
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a Monte Carlo investigation of car-
rier relaxation in quasi-one-dimensional systems. The
strength of the carrier-carrier interaction and the screen-
ing effects have been studied as a function of density.
Our results show that in multisubband quantum wires,
this interaction is very important even at relatively low
densities and that the density dependence of the interac-
tion is not as strong as in 2D and 3D systems. The
difference between the present results and that of our pre-
vious investigation" is due to an improvement in the
screening model, obtained by dropping the long-
wavelength approximation. The magnitude of this
difference suggests that a fully dynamical-screening cal-
culation might show further interesting effects.
The results concerning carrier cooling and relaxation
demonstrate that, for the relatively large wires made
available by the current technology, the general trend is
similar to the bulk one. Nevertheless, the hot-phonon
population contains much information about the dynami-
cal process following laser excitation, as well as on the
structure of the wire. We have shown that the dynamics
of phonon populations in wires takes place in a wave-
vector range, which is accessible to off-resonance time-
resolved Raman experiments: this possibility —which
does not exist for bulk and is not normally available in
quantum well structures —should open the way to a
direct experimental investigation of the joint evolution of
carrier and phonon distributions.
gy splittings between adjacent subbands, which lead to a
series of preferred wave vectors corresponding to the
various structures visible in the figure. We also notice
two additional features: in Fig. 17(a), the phonon popula-
tion reaches its maximum after only 400 fs, while for the
odd mode, Fig. 17(b), the maximum is reached only after
1 ps. Since the intrasubband scattering rate is higher
than the intersubband one, electrons tend to first cool
within their subband, emitting even mode phonons,
transferring then into lower subbands only at later
times. ' '" For the same reason, also hot-phonon reab-
sorption is delayed for the odd modes and is less effective.
In fact, in the quantum wire, as in higher-dimensionality
systems, hot-phonon reabsorption is important only at
small wave vectors as can be seen in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b)
by looking at the curve corresponding to t =2.8 ps. Due
to some relatively large subband spacing, a lot of inter-
subband phonons are emitted with a large wave vector
and cannot be reabsorbed anymore.
It is important to notice that hot phonons can have a
different effect if the CC interaction is not included. ' In
this case, the excited carrier population relaxes only
through a phonon-cascade emission and the hot-phonon
population increases only in a very limited region of the
phase space. However, for a realistic case, even in the
presence of very narrow excitations, we have seen that
the CC interaction spreads out the carriers on a broad en-
ergy range. This in turn results in a buildup of the pho-
non population at all wave vectors as we have just seen.
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APPENDIX A
The expression for the dielectric matrix in the diagonal
approximation (38) can be further simplified, if we con-
sider that all intrasubband form factors are very close to
each other, because they contain only the squared wave
functions. We can then write
+11
1 —L2y
—L'X»
—L'X»
—L'X»
1 —L y)i
(Al)
This matrix can be written symbolically as
E=I—C.R, (A2)
where I is the identity matrix, while C and R are the row
and column vectors:
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L X1
+112
E ' =I+A,C-R,
where
(A4)
C=(111 . ); R= L X»3 (A3)
1 —RC & —L 'X'» —L'X» —L 'X11—'
1
IE
(A5)
In this case, it can be shown that the inverse matrix is After simple rearrangements, we can finally write
1
m, n IEI
1 — g L "y„
n, n&1
X11
1
2
1 —g I."y()
n, n@2
L'X»
X11
L X»3
$ I "X»
n, n&3
(A6)
Now we can compute the total potential; for example, for an electron in subband 1, we have
W;;(q)= + g 1."I V'„'„(q)—V;;(q)] .V11 ('q) X11
n, n&1
(A7)
Once again, as the different intrasubband matrix elements are very close to each other, as a erst approximation, we can
keep only the first term and we have then obtained Eq. (39).
APPENDIX B
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Let us evaluate the Lindhart expression when the electron distribution function is given by
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